Botulinum Toxin Injection Into the Cricopharyngeal Muscle for Syringobulbia-induced Dysphagia: A Case Report
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Abstract

We report a patient treated with botulinum toxin (BTX) for syringobulbia-induced cricopharyngeal dysphagia. A 54 year-old man with prior history of posttraumatic syringomyelia developed dysphagia suddenly. Bulbar function revealed palatal paresis and complete aglutition without lingual paresis. A videofluoroscopic swallowing study disclosed non-relaxation of the cricopharyngeal muscles (CPM). Follow-up magnetic resonance imaging displayed progression of syringobulbia and ascending syringomyelia. Symmetric slit-like medullary cavities could cause CPM dysfunction. A thoracic syringoperitoneal shunt had no therapeutic effects on dysphagia. He refused to undergo a syringocisternal shunt or cricopharyngeal myotomy. BTX (20 units) was injected into the left CPM under electromyographic guidance. Five days later, he was able to eat and drink gradually. Clinicoradiological profile of our patient indicated that the interruption of bilateral inhibitory projections from the solitary nuclei to the ambiguous nuclei could elicit uncontrollable CPM. BTX is beneficial and hopeful treatment for cricopharyngeal dysphasia due to progressive syringobulbia.
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Introduction

Deglutition has been described as a series of four phases: oral preparatory, oral, pharyngeal and esophageal phase. Dysphagia is defined as swallowing impairment. This symptom frequently occurs in variable neurological disorders [1-7]. Dysphagia may complicate further clinical management and affect the quality of life or outcome in patients. Incomplete relaxation and defective opening of the upper esophageal sphincter (UES) could contribute to the pathogenesis of dysphagia. The cricopharyngeal muscle (CPM) is the major component of the UES between the hypopharynx and the esophagus.

Syringobulbia is a pathological cavity in the medulla oblongata. Dysphagia has been reported in 40% of patients with syringobulbia [8, 9]. Surgical procedures are the most common treatment for dysphagia due to syringobulbia [9, 10]. However, little is known about botulinum toxin (BTX) treatment for CPM dysfunction in patients with syringobulbia. Here we report a patient with syringobulbia-induced dysphagia that was ameliorated by BTX injection into the CPM.

Case Report

A 54 year-old man noticed sudden onset of severe dysphagia. He had prior history of lumbar spine injury at the age of 34 years. Gait disturbance had persisted from the age of 51 years. At 2 years ago, he developed weakness and numbness in the left hand. He was diagnosed with posttraumatic syringomyelia at the cervical to lumbar cord levels. A thoracic syringoperitoneal shunt was performed for dysphagia, motor and sensory deficits in the four extremities. Dysphagia was not improved after the surgery. He was admitted to our department for evaluation and therapy of bulbar dysfunction. Neurological examination revealed moderate to severe degree of weakness and atrophy in the distal muscles of four extremities. Muscle stretch reflexes were decreased in the four limbs and there were no Babinski’s sings. Superficial sensation was decreased mildly below the C3 cord level. Vi-
Brachiation and proprioception sensation were not remarkable. Bulbar function showed complete aglutition and mild degree of palatal paresis. Hypoglossal nerve was normal.

A videofluoroscopic swallowing study disclosed non-relaxation of the CPM. Barium flowed into the trachea (Fig. 1).

For electromyography (EMG) record of the CPM, a coaxial needle-electrode was inserted through the skin at the level of cricoid cartilage, 1.5 cm posterior to its palpable lateral border, in the posteromedial direction. At rest, CPM generates tonic activity related to its function as a muscular sphincter (UES). Electrophysiologic activities of the CPM disappear completely as the inhibitory pause during the hypopharyngeal phase of swallowing. Opening of the UES is defined as the EMG inhibitory pause of CPM when the amplitude of muscle contraction action was below 50 µV. EMG before BTX treatment revealed no inhibitory phase of CPM contraction during swallowing (Fig. 2A). Spinal cord magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) disclosed widespread syringomyelia (Fig. 3). Follow-up brain MRI displayed progression of syringobulbia. After dysphagia onset, symmetric slit-like medullary cavities were found (Fig. 4). These clinico-electrophysiologic and follow-up MRI studies supported the diagnosis of syringobulbia-induced CPM dysfunction.

He refused to undergo a syringocisternal shunt or cricopharyngeal myotomy. Informed consent of BTX injection was obtained from the patient and his family. Intramuscular injection of BTX was carried out under EMG monitoring of the CPM using a needle electrode-cannula with the characteristics of a monopolar electrode. This electrode was inserted in the neck at the level of cricoid cartilage as described above. Twenty units of BTX (Botox, GlaxoSmithKline, Japan), diluted 5.0 units/0.1 mL, were injected into the left CPM. Only the left CMP injection was performed because the right CPM was markedly shifted to the left side and the correct guidance was impossible. Bilateral injection had the risk of aspiration and vocal cord hypomotility in our patient. At 5 days after BTX treatment, the patient was able to drink and eat gradually without aspiration. EMG revealed reduction of muscle contraction amplitudes at rest and normal inhibition of CPM contraction during swallowing (Fig. 2B). The therapeutic effects of BTX persisted for 3 months without adverse events. Af-
terwards, 2nd BTX injection was performed.

Discussion

We described a patient with posttraumatic syringobulbia-induced dysphagia treated with BTX injection into the CPM.

Traumatic spinal cord injury may lead to the development of syringomyelia and the incidence ranges from 0.3% to 3.2% [11]. The pathophysiological mechanism of cavity formation might be implicated in vascular, hemorrhagic, or direct mechanical trauma from the original injury. Syrinx extension may occur by mechanical forces of the cerebrospinal fluid flow [12, 13]. In the medulla oblongata, ascending syrinx usually spreads to an anterolateral direction from the floor of fourth ventricle [14]. Lower cranial nerve palsy is found frequently in patients with syringobulbia. Dysphagia due to CPM dysfunction was reported previously in a patient with syringobulbia [15]. Clinicoradiological progression of the present patient confirmed the concept that the interruption of bilateral inhibitory projections from the solitary nuclei to the ambiguous nuclei could play a crucial role in the pathogenesis of uncontrollable CPM.

The CPM acts as a muscular sling at the pharyngoesophageal junction and forms the UES. This muscle keeps a contracted state at rest and relaxes for a brief time during swallowing. Incoordination or hypertonus of the CPM may cause dysphagia and aspiration. CPM dysfunction has been identified in 5.7% of patients with neurologic disorder, 4.9% of patients with head and neck or esophageal tumors, and 8.9% of patients with other medical conditions [7]. In general, bougienage insertion or cricopharyngeal myotomy is a useful treatment for lowering the resting pressure of the CPM. However, the benefits of these procedures have been debated and the myotomy may trigger some complications [16, 17].

A videofluoroscopic swallowing study is performed recently for the diagnosis and clinical assessment of dysphagia. This method can evaluate the anatomy and physiology of the swallowing process. Moreover, electrophysiological investigation of oropharyngeal swallowing can detect CPM abnormalities during swallowing and can characterize the disturbance of CPM relaxation [6, 18]. Videofluoroscopic and EMG studies of swallowing function are valuable tests for the causal diagnosis and optimal therapy of dysphagia.

Otherwise, BTX has been used effectively for treatment of variable movement disorders, including blepharospasm, torticollis, writer’s cramp, orofacial dystonia, spasmodic dystonia, and pharyngoesophageal segment spasm in tracheoesophageal puncture speakers [19-24]. This neurotoxin acts locally at the neuromuscular junction by binding to presynaptic cholinergic receptors and inhibiting the release of

Figure 4. Follow-up T2-weighted imaging before and after onset of dysphagia. (A) No medullary syrinx at 2 years ago. (B) The left medullary syrinx was present at 6 months ago. (C) Axial, (D) sagittal and (E) coronal views of heavy T2-weighted spin-echo inverted imaging showed bilateral extension of medullary syrinx after bulbar onset.
acetylcholine. Paralysis and virtually complete loss of miniature endplate potentials occurs after BTX injection into target muscles. Therapeutic effects usually start from 3 days after injection and persist on average of 3 months [19]. BTX injection of the UES has also been described for the treatment of dysphagia caused by hypertonus or defective relaxation of this muscle complex [22, 24, 25]. This treatment has been applied in patients with CPM dysfunction caused by various neurological disorders, including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, multiple sclerosis, stroke and surgical injuries [1, 7, 24, 25]. Schneider et al. [1] first mentioned BTX injection into the CPM for treatment of dysphagia. A recent electrophysiological study has reported that EMG monitoring during swallowing can predict responders of BTX injection into the unilateral CPM in patients with neurodegenerative diseases or stroke [6]. We first highlighted the safety and efficacy of BTX injection in a patient with syringobulbia associated cricopharyngeal dysphagia. Combined electrophysiological and videofluoroscopic swallowing examinations provided a critical determinant for CPM injection therapy of BTX in the present patient.

Conclusion

Clinicoradiological profile of our patient indicated that the interruption of bilateral inhibitory projections from the solitary nuclei to the ambiguous nuclei could cause uncontrollable CPM. BTX injection under EMG guidance is non-invasive and beneficial therapy for cricopharyngeal dysphagia due to progressive syringobulbia.
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